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Abstract
At bridge Br 1-813 on I-495 over Christina River in Delaware, a soil stockpile was placed adjacent to a stretch of the bridge. The existing bridge, built in 1973, is supported on groups of vertical and battered steel H-piles. The piles were driven through soft clay layer approximately 100 feet thick to a competent stratum consisting of weathered rock/rock. The placement of the soil stockpile induced lateral deformation and mudwave through the compressible soft clay layer that in turn applied lateral load on the group of piles. The piles exhibited lateral movement which caused the bridge piers to tilt and the bridge deck to be misaligned. Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT) responded immediately by shutting down the bridge for traffic and engaged the services of AECOM to provide immediate retrofit to the bridge. This presentation will outline the foundation retrofit and repairs required to reopen the bridge.
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Light refreshments will be served.